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Abstract. Low;r bounds on the size of expressions for functions in (d-ary logic, d b 2, are 
obtained from a generalization of a theorem of Spedter. Denote (0, 1, . . . . d - 1) by D and let 
f : D” + D be a function that can be represented by an expression of size d c l n. For any m, if p1 
is sufficiently large, there is a restriction f’ : P” + D of f that is representable by a special class of 
expressions called simple combinations of chains of length m. By showing that certain functions 
do not have restrictioru ,epresentable by simple combinations of chains, it is shown that the size 
of expressions represEnting th3m cannot be boundetj by a linear function in the number of 
arguments. Exampks of such functions are the modp sum, p b 3, when the size of the range of 
the operators used in the expression is :E p - 1, the threshold function when the size of tht 
threshold is 3 the size of the range of the operators used in the expression, or the connectedness 
of a square pattern of O’s and 1’s. 
1. 
I describe a generalization of a technique first used by odes and Specker [6] and 
by Hodes [7] yieldi g nonlinear (in t e number of arguments) lower bounds for the 
size of expressions for ooEean functions. Incomplete reports of this work 
have appeared eariier nd Vilfan [l2] 
he !lunction cowid odes and Spec 0, I’,” *{O, I} define 
as 
otherwise. 
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They showed that the minimal size of expressions (this concept shall be formally 
defined later) for U-P, with p 2 3 involving the Boolean binary operators @ 
(mod2sum), A (conjunction), and the Boolean unary operator - (negation) grows 
faster than c l n for any integer constant’ c. odes [7] obtained a similar lower 
bound for the minimal size of expressions for the connectivity predicate introduced 
by Minsky and Papert [13]. 
Both of these results are extended here. The first by providing much more 
information on the instances in whibh CFP, is representable by expressions of size 
s c l n for some constant c (Theorems 3and 4), and the second by showing that the 
cannectivity predicate cannot be represented by a linear sized expression involving 
lerators of a finitc: valued logic (Theorem 6). (From now on it shall be understood 
that a constant c of this type is aq integer constant; also by a “linear sized 
expression” for a fu:nction f of n arguments i meant an expression of size 6 c l r2 
where c is some constant.) 
lit should be noted that the method employed here to derive the various results of 
the’ paper is only one of several known methods for estimating the size of 
expressions. Two interesting methods are due to NeEiporuk [14] (later generalized 
by Harper and Savage [5]) and KhrapEenko [9, lo]. In many though not all cases the 
methods of KhrapEenko and WeEiporuk yield better bounds than the method 
described here. Whenever such cases hall arise, they shall be duty noted. Recently, 
Fischer et al. [2] obtained certain results using a method somewhat reminiscent of 
the one described here. 
This r’;per does not assume familiarity with earlier work in the area. 
The central element: in the technique of Hodes and Specker is a characterization of
functions representable by expressions of linear size involving Boolean binary 
operators. The pre$lent section is devoted to a generalization of this to inultiargu- 
ment operators in &ary logic for arbitrary d (Theorem 2). 
2.1. asic csncepts and dejinitions 
ite sets encolsqtered in this paper are of the type (0, 1,. . . , d - I}. A general 
set of this type shall always be denoted by D and its cardinality by d. A function 
and constants in 
ret function) .\nd {xl, x 
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of distinct symbols for var ables. Expressions using the operators @ are defined in 
he usual way; i.e., an expression is a notation for a composition of functions 
represented by elements of 4p. For example, let @ = {&(xl,x2), &(x1)., G), then 
x2, &(x5)), a) is an expression over @. Every expression uniquely defines an 
ument function in cl-ary logic where it = max(j 1 Xj occurs in the e 
expressions E and F define the same function, that shall be in 
= F (E is equivalent to F). The set of variables occurring in an expression E 
shall be denoted by S( ) (the support of E). The size of an expresGor7 isdefined to 
be the number of occurren :es of variable symbols in it, and the Q>- %e (or simply 
size when (rD is determined by context) of a function f in d-ary logic is the size of a 
minimum size expression over 0 for f. For example, let 
The size of E is faur. If the symbols v, A, and - are given their usual interpretation 
(Boolean disjunction, conjunction, and negation respectively)., then E defines t-he 
function xl $ S.2 : (0, I}‘+ (0, I}. It: can also be easily shown that four is the 
{v, A, -)-size of x1 $ x2. (In the case of the operators A, v, -, @, the traditional 
“infix” notation shall be used instead of the “‘prefix” notation used in the first 
example.) For D’ = (0, 1, . . . , d’- I} c D, the @-size of a function f’ : (D’)” + D’ is 
defined to be the @sk of a minimum size f : C” + such that f 1 (II’)” = f’ (the 
symbol f means “restricted to”). 
2.2. Restrictions of functions and expressiom 
((X, A X2) v (X2 A X3) v (Xl A X3)) A (Xl A x2 A X3), then f~r”x2t iS the fUnCtiOn xl @ x2. 
Similarly, E ,X shall denote the expression E with a!1 occurrences of the variables 
xe X replaced by the constant a. (Thus, if E is an expression over Qr, then E,X is an 
expression over Clt) U {a 1.) 
2.3. Chains 
A chain of length mz 20 is an expression of j:h 
is a chain of length 
ary operator, C a c 
symbol not occurrrlng in C, th 
Dr Xl,. . .9 x, a 
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The following conventions, illustrated in the previous example, are adopted. If C 
is a chain, then the left operand of every operator is a variable symbol. Whenever 
the variabjles of a chain are listed explicitly, they are always ordered from left 
riglht according to increasing depth (e.g., the chain &(G, &(x1, &(x3, a))) is 
denoted by C&, x1, x3, a)). 
2.4. The sets % (a, @) and 9 (a, @) 
Let @ be an arbitrary basis of operators and a E .D be any constant. The set 
consisting of (1) the functions f(x, y) defined by expressions over Qp such that one 
variable occurs once, another variable at least once, and the constant a arbitrarily 
often,, and (2) the constants (considered as functions of two arguments) shall be 
denoted bjy Ce In, @)* 
Let +(x,y)E %(a,@) be a nonconstant function. x (y) is a distinguished 
argument if there exists a representation for 4 of the described kind where y (x) 
occurs only once (i.e., an argument is distinguished if the other argument 
corresponds to a uniquely occurring variable in an expression by virtue of which 4 
is in %(a, @)). If 4 is a constant function, then both arguments are distinguished. 
If all the constants may be represented by expressions over a, then 
%(a, @) = %(b, @) for all (z, b E D. and it is possible to write simply %(a). The most 
usual case of this kind is when Q, is a complete basis for d-ary logic, i.e., if it permits 
the representation of all the functions of d-ary logic. 
les. Let D = (0, 11 and @ = {x v y, x A y, X}. It is fairly easy to see that all but 
two of the sixteen functions of two arguments belong to %‘(a). The two are x @ y 
and 1 a x @ y. 
Let D be as befor while Q, = {x @ y}. In that case %(O,@)# %(l, @) because 
%(O, @) cdoes not contain 1 @ x @ y while $7 (1, Q) does. 
Let D be the same while @ = {x A y}. Then, x A y E %(O, @) and clearly both 
arguments are distinguished. 
Let @ = {x A y, x 43 y}. Now x v y E %(l, @) and again both arguments are 
distinguishled, but not by virtue of the same expression (X v y = (X A (1 @ y)) @ y = 
(Y A(1 @ -o)@ x)* 
Let 4(x, y) be a two-argument function and a E D. TAen 4 has the I”-property 
ment x’ if 4(a, y ) restricted to the range of 4(x, y ) is the identity 
c[44% &(b, c)) = 4(b, c)]). 
Given a basis of onerators ) shall denote the subset of 
I”-property relative to a di 
. 
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Note that in particular all the constants belong to .9(a, @) and both their 
arguments are proper. 
es. Let D = (0, 1,2,3). Then the function defined by Table 1 has the 
‘-property relative to the first argument. 
et now D = (0, 1) and ZZ = {x A y, 2, x @ y}. In that case 9(0, 2) consists of the 
unctions 0 (the constant zero), Z A y, y, x $ y, x v y, and B (the constant one), a~ 
well as the functions obtainable from these by interchanging x and y. 
Table 1. A function f with the I’-property relative to x. 
x Y f x Y f * Y f x Y f 
001 I 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 2 
, 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 I 2 
0 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 
0 3 1 1 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 I 
The set $(a,@) appears in the statement of the results of this section (Theorems 
1 and 2). In particular, there appear chains C(& c) (1) all of whose operators are 
the same and belong to $(a, a) and (2) such that the variable symbols f,,, are 
substituted for a prqer argument of the operator. In that case C(..m, c) shall be 
called a proper chti. n oz*er $(a, @). In the proofs of these results I shall need in 
addition chains B (ii::, c) (1) all of whose operators belong to %(a, @) (they may 
differ among themselves, however) ani (2) the variable symbols Zrn are substituted 
for distinguish4 arguments of the operators. B(& c) is then a well formed chain 
over 
2.5. 
The 
% (a, @:I. 
Main results 
main result of this section is Theorem 2. AI1 the necessary concepts having 
been introduced already, it could be stated now; however, it is perhaps useful first 
to state a weaker version, with a simpler proof, in order to illusjtrate the Ideas. 
n + D. Suppose there exists an expression E for f 
over an arbitrary basis in which each variable OCCURS at mos,t once. If 
n > p,,((j, r, m ) = r NR(m:?*‘.;m :**I + m - 1, 
ddd times 
nts of an elemerrlt 
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operator (nst necessady belonging to a), C is a proper chain of lerqth m otler 
J+, a), and b E D is a constant. 
roof. Two cases are distinguished. 
Case 1. There exist m or more variables in k that do not occur in E. In that 
case choose any m among them for X and obtain the required represen 
by setting 7 = identity and using the constant functions in $(a, @) to form C. 
Case II. Let p denote 
NR(m + 2, *. . , m + 2,2). 
ddd times 
If Case 1 does not alpply, then there are at least P variables that do occur in E. 
The desired representation for ff is obtained by sequentially applying to E the 
following two transformations. 
Transformation I. Converts E into a well formed chain. If 1 S(E)1 2 P, there 
exist espressions E,, . . . , Ep such that E, = E, and, for all 1 G i s p - 1, Ei+l is a 
(proper) subexpression of Ei such that S(Ei)- S(Ei+,) i:i nonempty. 
For each 1 G i up -- 1, a variable is chosen that occurs in Ei but outside Ei+l. 
After a suitable renumbering of the variables, this variable may be denoted by xi. 
Having chosen the variables &,-,, the remaining variables are replaced by a. Let the 
expression obtained thus from E be I;: 
F is equivalent to the well formed chain B(&,, C) over %(a, Cp) where the 
operator &i(X., y) in B is defined by Ei with xi replaced by X, Ei+l by y, and the 
remaining variables by a, while c is the constant defined by Ep with all the variables 
replaced by a. Clearly, for all i, 4i E % (a, @) and x (in fact also y ) is d: ,tinguished. 
Transfornwion II. Converts a well formed chain into a proper chain. Given the 
well formed chain B(&,-,, c), let +ii for 0 G i < j < p - 1 represent the operator 
4i+&h +i-+2(& l .~,~j-l(a,~j(X,)‘))...)) (if i + 3 = j, then +j = +j). For i > j define 
+ij = +ji* 
The operators <bij impose a partition on the two-element subsets of the integers 
0 , . _. ,p - 1 ((i, j) and (k, I) belong to the same element of the partition if 
iven the value of p, amsey’s theorem guarantees the existence of 
m-0-2 integers @~i(O)<i(l)< . . . <i(m+l)~p-1 such that &Q)i(k)(Xyy)= 
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LetaEDandf:D” + D. Let the @-sire off be 5 c 8 II fop a certain 
and some constant c. If 
n 2 p,(d, r, c, m ) = 2 l p@, r, 2 l c, ~42 l c, N&n 2,2)- I))+ nn - 1, 
d(d*(2*C-l)+l)*dd timqep 
J 
where ps and p6 shall be defined later, then the following statement holds: 
There exists a subset X of m arguments off such that f f is defined by an expression 
of the form 
(up to a renum D -5ng of the variaMes) where q is a certain 1’ + 1” argu.ment function in 
d -ary logic, 1’ + 1” s d l (2 0 c - 1) + 1, G is a proper chaitt of length na over 9 (a, a), 
and ci is a constant fi?r 1 s i s 1” + 1”. 
In order to avoid the cumbersome notation, an expression q (C,, . , . , Ck ) where q 
is an arbitrary operator in d-ary logic, Ci is a chain for 1 s i s k, and S(Ci) = S(C,) 
for 1~ i, j s k, shall be referred to as a combination of (k ) chains. Furthermore, a 
combination of chains r) (C,, . . . , C,#, C1#+,, . . . , C,t+,-) in which (possibly after renum- 
bering) the varkibles of Ci for 1 < i s 1’ and 1’ -t- 1 6 i s :I’ + I” respectively are 
ordered as &, aud Z,,, shall be called a simple combination of 1’ + I” chains (see 
(W). 
The proof of Theorem 2 shall be deferred until all the preliminary results have 
been derkd. 
First, the following result is needed. 
. Let E be an expressiovl in n variables and a cs D. If 
(q . (2’ - r - 1) + 1). f-P_’ - 2. rPve2 - (q . - r -- - r n 2 w(rrp,q)= - (2’ 1) 1). 
r-l 
3 
0 
an operator ire E and p ,a 2, q 2 1 are 
ine roof of es an er 
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[6].) r shal! first prove a modified version of the lemma with 4 replaced by s, 
P3@9 P’l4! bY 
is + l). j+-’ - 2. rp-2 - (s - 1) D r
ct&, P, s) = - r-1 9 
and (I 1 rep!aced by 
(I’) ihere exists a subset: Y s S(E) such that 1 Y 1 = s and Er is equivalent to the 
expression p(&. . ., ere p is a certain function in d-ary logic, r(p) 6 r, each 
x E Y oc?:urs in at least two among the expressions F,, . . . , Efpj, and the total 
number of occurrences of any x E Y in F,, . . . , Et,,, is less than or equal to the 
correspotiding number for E. 
The origintil version of the lemma is then easily derived from the modified 
version by observing that the set of expressions in which any variable of Y may 
occur is one of a total of 2r’:p) - t*(p) - 1 subsets of {F,, . . . , Free,). Thus, if the 
modified lemma is true and (I’) ,appiies, then setting 
guarantees the existence of a subset X C Y of q variables that occur in an identical - 
subset of {Fl,. . ., FtEp))_ Ef is then equivalent to @,. . . ., I&,~) where, for 
1 s i 6 r(q), Ei is (5): for some 1 ~j s r(~)! S(Ei) = X, and q is obtained by 
absorbing into p the expressions (fi): with empty support. The statement on the 
number of occurrences of the variables of X in E 1, . . . , Et(,) is obvious (in passing 
from (1’;) to (1) no occurrences of variables have been added). 
Assume now that no subset Y C S(E) satisfies (I’). It shall be shown that in that 
case (2) applies. 
The expressions El,. . . , Ep shall be chosen one by one starting with El ( = E). 
Procedure P for generating each of El,. . . , Ep. Let El,. . *, Ei and X0 = 8, 
37 , . . . , Xl+ be given. For 1 c i G p - 
git s(k$+l)- Uj,iS(G ) ’ 
1 choose Ei+l (thereby choosing also G*) such 
(U 
j 1s maximal and S(Gi) is nonempty. Set Xi to S(Gi)n 
j<i-I&) if the latter set is nonempty, and to an arbitrary element of S(Gi) 
otherwise. 
leave it tc the reader to convince himself thqt each e ression generated by 
satisfies the conditions in (2); it is now necessary to the may be applied 
ithout running out of variables. 
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f this were not true, then one would obtain a representation satisfying the 
‘) by setting Y equ31 to the set on the left side of fE2). Expression 
act above yield the recurrence relation 
&,-, must contain at least one variable that has not eeri replaced by the constant a 
in earlier applications and another subexpression (which, however, may have 
all variables re a). That fact and (E3) yield t ue of J,L~ given in the 
statement of th lemma (!_c4 actually guarante variables in EP_, that 
do not appear in any the expressions Gi for 1 s i s p - 2, which is stronger than 
the stated conditions). This completes the proof of the lemma. n 
The next step is: 
Lemma 2. Let X1,. . . , Xn be a sequence of sets such that Xl is a singleton, Xi for 
2 G i s n is either a singleton or a subset of Ujri-1 
OCCUR5 in more than k sets Xi. If 0 2 (k f I):, 
and fI0 element Of UienXi 
Gtere exist m elemenirs 
x1 ,. . . , X, E U iSnXi and a s63qWzce of integers 1 = i (1) C . . . < i(m + 1) S n + 1 
SUCht~at(XI,...,X,,p‘nXiO.)=(Xi)(Zllld(X,,...,X,,}I~Xh =XiOrOfOrlSjSmaird 
i(j)+14vS i(j+l)-1. 
The proof is a slight rewordmg of the proof of Lemma 2 of odes and Specker [6] 
and will not be given. In the present case, X1,. . . , X,, correspond to the supports of 
a normal sequnce of form,ulas in the terminalogy of IIodes 3nd Specker. 
The result that is directly used in the proof of Theorem 2 is: 
be an expresskvz in which no variable occurs more than 6, !im(es, 
tors used in E, a E 3 a constant, and P the maximal number 
arguments of an operator of Jf n 2 &d, r, k, p6(k, m)) where m 2 1 is ay1 inte,ger, 
and ps and p6 are defined recursively as folbws: 
6 ( 
= k- 
._ 
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Lemma 3 is an analog of Transformation I in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Pr&. The proof consists of two parts. In Part I a subset Y c S(E) is found such 
that E,Y is equivalent o a combination of 1’ + 1” well formed chains ovx %(a, a) 
where the ordering of the It=lements of 1’ in the individual chains is arbitrary. In Part 
II, X C ‘Y is chosen in sue a way that the elements of X in the well formed chains 
of the combination that is obtaine here are ordered in only two ways of which each 
is the inverse of the other (two total orderings are inverse iff x 2 y c+, y < x). 
part I.. T% existence of the combination of well formed chains with aplr arbitrary 
ordering of the arguments hall be proved by induction on k. In the case k =- 1, it is 
possible to find a subset Y s S(E) and a chain B( Y, c) equivalent o Ez where 
c E D is a constant by applying Transformation I described in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
; In the cast. k > 1, assume Part I of the lemma is true for all numbers G k - 1. 
Apply L>emma 1 with 
q = p&i, r, k - 1, p& m 1). 
, If (1) in thegtatsment of Lemma 1 holds, then there exists a subset Z C S(E) 
with i-Z 1 = q and stich that E f is equivalent to an expression p(F,, . . . , F&) where 
r(p) G r, and, for 1 G i 6 r(p), S(Fi) = 2 and the number of occurrences of the 
variables of Z in Fi is s k - r(p) + 1. Using the inductive hypothesis on 
F l,. . . , f’lfll, it is now possible to obtain Y C 2 C S(E) with 1 Y 1 = g<fk, m) and a 
combination of well formed chains over %(a, 0) equivalent to Et. It would appear 
at this time that the number of chains in the combination is bounded by a larger 
number than d l (k - I) + 1, but it will be seen later that it is not so. 
If (2) in the statement of Lemma 1 holds, there exists the sequence E,, l . . , Ep 
Apply Lemma 2 to S(G,), . . . , S(G&. Let the set of variables and sequences of 
integers in Lemma 2 be Z z= {x,, . . . , x,) and 1 = i(l) < . . . c i(t + 1)~ p where 
f = p&, a, Kc - 1, pe(k, m)) + pg(k, m)- I. Each of S(Giu,) n 2 = Jtiu), and 
S(Giu)+l) fI 2,. . . , S(GiG+1,-1) n 2 is either (xj) or 0, for all 1 s j s t. 
Clearly, E,(i) with E?iu+l) replace by the variable y is equivalent to some 
& E %(a, a) where xj corresponds to a distinguished argument. Thus, E z ( = (E&a 
is k:quivalent to R(Z, (Ei,,+,,),z) where E’ is a chain of length t. 
Now the following two cases are considered. 
Chw I. There exist p5(k, m) variables in Z that do not occur in ( 
case let Y be that set of variables. Then Er is equivalent to the well formed chain 
obtained in the obvious way from N,Y. 
C’W II, At least pS(d, 6( I&, m )) variables r in (Ei(,+l,)z. Let I.J 
iVi3 a to 
?J - 
(P9 
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(&,+I~):) where tne operator p(xO,. . , &+ y) is defined as “ior 0 G i s d - 1, xi if 
Y =1 *“= Each variable of U occurs in (Ei,,+l,),U at most k - 1 times, and thus the 
inductive hypothesis may be applied ‘to obtain Y C U with 1 Y 1 = ph(k, m), amd a 
combination of well formed chains over %(a, a) equivalent to EJ. 
Pt remains to find a bound for I’ + l”. The value of 1’ + l” depends on the way the 
cutlined proof schema is applied to the concrete expression E. Specifically, I’+ I” 
increases by d every time Case II above is applied and by one every time the case 
k = 1 is encountered. The worst case is when Case II is applied k - 1 times and case 
k = 1 once, whence the bound for IV-t- I”. 
Part II. Part I established the existence of a subset Y c S(E) with 1 Y 1 = 
~lg(k, m) and a combination of l’+ 1”s d . (k - l)+ 1 well formed chains ow 
%(a,@) equivalent to Ez. The ordering of the variables of the chains in the 
combination is arbirtary. Before Flroceeding, note that in fact only < k different 
orderings of the variables are encountered since the n chains generated in Part H, 
Case 11 all have an identical ordering of the variables (actually, d identical chains 
except for the constant at depth p6ik, HZ);. 
If o, the number of order relations on Y defined by the chains in the combination 
(not counting inverses), is equal to 1, then we are done, and an arbitrary subset of 
size m o!" Y can be chosen for X. 
If 2 G o G k, we the following well known result. 
Lemma 4. Given an arbitrary sequence of ini+w i(l), . . . , i(n ,’ + l)., there exists 
either a decreasing or increasing subsequence of length n. 
(For the proof see Berge [ 1, p. Ml.) 
Pick any two order re!ations 6, and &. Let the variables of Y ordered according 
to 0, and O2 be xl, . . . . ~%(k.~) and Xi(l), . . . , Xi(ph(k,m)) respectively. Vtising Lemma 4 it is 
possible to find a subset X, C Y, with 1 X, 1 = p,jk - I, m ), ordered in the same or 
inverse ways ‘iy 0, and OZ. The number of different order relations on XI is now one 
less than on Y. Continue until only one order relation ((and possibly its inverse I is 
left on the final set X. The size of ph(k, clpo B guarantees that IX I = m. 
It is quite Dbvious that the combination of chains oLAned in Part I, wiih the 
variables not in X replaced by a, is equivalent to a simple combination of well 
form,ad chains over %‘(a, a), as required by the lemma (replace a:: subexpressions 
of the form $(a,... ,4(a, 4(x, C)). . .), where 4 stands for an arbitrary operattir, 
by the equivalent 4(x, C) where C is a subchain. and all the constant subexpres- 
sions by the appropriate constant). This completes the proof gf the lemma. 0 
If the conditions of t e theorem are satisfie 
expression E over QD for f of size s c l n. Two cases are 
e prcof of 
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Case II. Let 
p = &(m ,+ 2,. :, m +,2,2) - 1. 
d(d.(2.c-l)+:).dd times 
If Case I does not apply, there is a ‘subset U f S(E) of at least t = 
2 l p&i, r,2 l c, ~42 l c,p)) variables that actually occur in E. Among these t 
variables there are at least 4. t that occur not more than 2 l c times. Let 2 C U be a 
subset of 4. t such variables. Denote Ef by E 
Apply now Lemma 3 to F to *obtain Y’G 2 with 1 Y 1 = p and a simple 
combination M of P’ + 1” s d 9 (2 * c - l)+ 1 well formed chains over %(a, @) 
equivalent t0 F,Y. Let Bi (,& b, ) for 1 6 i < I’+ I” be the chains of M where xi = ZP if 
1 G i s I’ and &, if E’+ 1 G i s l’i- I”. 
Let 4; be the operator of Bi at depth j. For j < k denote by 4ik the operator 
&+,(a, l l 9, ~~-,(n,~~(x,y)). . .) if 1 s i s 1’ and the operator #,_k+l 
(x, &4+&z, . . . . ~~-j(a,y)...))ifl’+l~~i~1’+i”.Inbothcases,ifj+l=k,then 
4iL= 4;; and if j > k, then +ik = +&. 
The (I’ + I”)-tuples 
& j = (4 fjy . . a 7 # i;+“‘) 
(the numbe;r of possible such (l’ + I”)-tuples is s d(d’(2’c-‘)+‘).dd) impose a partition 
on the two-element subsets of the integers 0,. . . , p ({i, j} and jk, !) belong to the 
same element of the partition if $ij = &). In this case Ramsey’s thcoibm 
guarantees the existence of m + 2 integers 0 G i(O) < . . . < i@z + 1) s p such that 
~i(i,i(~,(.~,y)=~(x,y) is the same for all 0s j, k < m + 1. 
NOW set X = (Xi(z)+. . . ., Xi(,+l)}. Define the chains C’i, for 1 s i s I’ + I”, in (El) by 
choosing all the operators in Ci equal to the ith component of 4; let 
and se+ 
4!~m+lJp(a, bi) for 1 S i S I’, 
ci = 
Q)&&, h) for l’+ 1 S i =s i’+ 1”. 
The inclusion of the operators of Ci for 1 s i s 1’ + I” in $(a, 
established (see the corresponding argument in the proof of Theorem 1). This 
com@etes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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nctions, the generality of Theorem 2 is useful because it provides information on 
when the size of a Boolean function may be decreased by using speratms in d-ary 
logic with d > 2 (see Section 2 for the definition of the @-size of a function in d’-ary 
logic when @ consists of operators in al -ary legic and d’ 5 n). 
3 
4 Counting mod p 
I first prove the following result. 
3. Ther? exists a basis of operators @ in d -ary logic such that a: is of 
Q-size 
Proof. 
of p. 
(e 
6 c 8 n for sume constant c if and only if all prime power divisors of p ant -1 d. 
Let p = k(l). . . . l k(h)where k(l),..., k(h) are the prime power divisors 
) Since 
a: = US;(‘) I\ . . . A try’, 
UP, may be represented in linear size (in act, in size h l r, ) by an expression owr 
dp = {$I,. . . , &,q} where &=x+y (modk(i)) for 1dd1, and q&)=1 if 
Xi = 0 for all I G i G h, aGd 0 otherwise:. 
( 3 ) Suppose p is described above with k(i) > d for some 1s i c h. 
It will be shown that the @-size of o: is not bounded by a linear function for any 
Q, consisting of opsrators in d -ary logic. 
Assume the contrary. Then there exists a basis @ and a constant c such that for 
all n the @-size of UP, s c l n. Set a = 0 and apply Theorem 2. Then for any bn, if n is 
sufficiently large, there pv;m4c a subset X of m arguments (-If gf: such that vA13i3 
(CT;%= oP, is represented by a simple combination M of I’ + I” s d l (2. c - 1) -I- i 
proper chains over 9 (0, a). 
Now, on the one hand, for any subset Y of the argu.ments of UP, 
Y 
I if XiEIYi-m (modp), tj _ 
( ) Q-p Y, 
i-l 
m 
[ 0 otherwise; 
and, (rn the other hand, 
proper chains of lengt 
a fumtion of the 
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(modgcd@, t)). but gcd(p, i j # p and (a!$ is not a function of the number of l’s 
(mod Q) for any 4 with .l s 4 s p - 1; thus the initial assumption iscontradicted. 
It remains to prove Lemma 5. 
Let there be given anv pair 4 (x, y ) E 9 (& ) shere x is a proper argument, and 
c E. D. With such a p&r it is possible to associate two integers, the prefix s with 
0 6 s s d - 1 and the period t with 1 G t s d (it zv:ould be more precise to say 
W-l-prefix” and “-period”; but since O-l- are always assumed, the shorter terms 
are used), such that the proper chain C4(Z,,, c) of length m a s with s or more 
variables replaced by ! and with the remaining variables restricted to (0, 1) 
represents a function of the number of l’s (mod t) among the remaining variables. 
To see this consider the sequence S = (c, +(l, c), zp(l, 4(c)), . . .). S ultimately 
becomes periodic, and s is the length of the non-periodic initial segmi;:r cf S while 
t is the length of the period of the remainder of S. Since 4) has the I’-prol:jerty 
relative to the arguments Zm, C4 ‘“coun ” the number of l’s (in excess of s) (mod t) 
among i*. Let the simple combination of the proper chains Ci, 1 s i s I’+ ‘II”, of 
length m be given in which +i is the operator in Ci while ci is the constant. Denote 
by s(i) and t(i) the prefix and period respectively of the pair (& ci ). Then the 
statement of the lemma becomes oavious if 
WI <ne-d+lSpn-s where s= I$J!S?$ 6 0 )I* 
his completes the roof of the theorem. 0 
In conchtsion, let me note that for the particu!ar case oE @ = { A , v , CD , ‘} Fischer 
et al. [2] have obtained an Q(n . loga/!ogz log* n) lower bound for the size of crf: for 
F 2 3. 
3.2. A bad basis of operators for the representatidn of oP, 
The proof o! Theorem 3 suggests the following: 
suppose is a basis of operators in d -ary logic and p 2 2 is an integer. 
If every pair 4(x, y ) E 9 (0, <a) where x is a proper argument, and k E D has period 
t = 1, then 0-f: is not of @-size S c 9 n for any constant c. 
onditions tated in the t 
in the usual way, 0,. . . ) 
d-l iS x=i, 
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This is an example of a comolete ba!sis for d-ary logic satisfying the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4. To see tha d is complete, recall that every furlction p : “+&!I 
pwst3sses an analog of 1 h- ?%junctive normal form over d: 
f 
= max 
all (o(l)... .a(n))ELP 
~min(ea(l~(xl), . . . 9 Q&j, f (a (l), . . . f Q (m ))jja 
Every pair (0(x, y ), k > where t$ (x, y j E 9 (% j with x distinguished arzld 
6. The statement thiat (4, k) has period 1 is equivalent to the statement that (1) 
there exists an L c D such that 4(0, yjl L is the identity while 4(1, y )I & is a 
permutation p’ wit *ycJe length 1, and (2) +(l, +(l,.. ., 4(l, k). . .)j E L (prefix of 
(4, h > times). 
It is claimed that for any L c D, 9(x, y ) E Z( d) with x distinguished and c, 
e E D if +(c, yjl L and 4(e, yjll, are l-l, then 4(c, yjl L = t#$e, y)r L. Since the 
identity on L differs from pl in the case I 3 2, that would establish the lemma. 
Consider the set of expressions %$ = {G 1 S(G)= {x, y}, G represents 4, and y 
occurs once in G) over W, that define 4 as an element of %(*,j. Let depth(y, 4) 
denote the minimal epth at which y appears in an element of 9&+. 
The claim is establ,sined by induction on depth(y, 4). 
If depth(y, 4) = 1, then either # = max($‘,y) or min(&‘, y) (the case when 4 is 
actually a function of one argument is trivial). Assume the former case (the latter 
can be argued similarly). 4’ has only the argument X. If x is replaced by c, &(c j 
represents a coMant c’ E If V’s E L, [min(c’, z) = c’], then 4(c, y)t L is the 
identity, otherwise it is not I-1. 
If depth(y, 0) > 1, then either 4 = ei(+‘(x, y)) where 4% %‘(P,) with x disting- 
h(y, 4’) < depth(y, 4), or 4 = @‘(x, @“(x9 y)) where 4”(x, y ), 
with x distinguished and depth(y, #‘(x, y >), depth(y, 4”‘) < 
depth(y, 4). In any case &, 4”; 4”’ satisfy the inductive hypothesis, and hence the 
claim is estab ished as well as the lemma. El 
v,-) (essentially quaI to 
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3.3. The threshold function 
Another function to which it is possible to apply Theorem 2 is 
0 otherwise. 
The following result is an easy consequence of Lemma 5. 
ewem 5. There exists a basis of operators 9, in d-ary logic such th,gt T[ is of 
@-size s c . n for some constant c if and only if p ES d - 1. 
The representation of T: over some Boolean bases has already been studied. For 
exampie, Khasin [8] has shown that the { A, v}-size of 7: is at most O(n 9 logs n) for 
any fixed p. I: is also known that the { A, v, -)-size of T:, and hence of r,, for any 
fixed p 3 2, is bounded below by n l log2 n - c where c is a constant (see Kritevskii 
[l l] and Hansel [4]). 
3.4. Confiectivity 
The last application of Theorem. 2 to be considered is the size of the connectivity 
predicate introduced by Minsky and Papert [I3]. 
The connectivity predicate c, : (0, 1) “** (0, l}, with arguments denoted by xii for 
1 s i, j < n, is defined as follows: Let G(x’) be the undirected graph w’hose set of 
nodes is {(i, j) 11 s i, j s n and xi j = 1) and which has an edge between odes (i, j) 
and c(i’, j”) ifl 1 i - i’l + 1 j - j’l = 1. Then c”(Z) = 1 ifl G(Z) is connected. 
In otiher words, c, is 1 if and only if the elements of all pairs of l’s in a square 
n x n array of O’s and l’s are connected by a sequence of array elements equal to 1 
in which adjacent elements in the sequence are ne.ighbors in the array in the sense 
of_ being either one immediately above another or one immediately to the left or 
right of another. For example, c4 = 1 if the arguments are as given in Table 2(a), and 
0 if the arguments are as given in Table 2(b). 
n the remainder of t;-iis section, “connected” shall be used only in this restricted 
sense. 
Table ‘2. A connected (a) and disconnected (b) arrays of 6’s and 1’s. 
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6. There do root exist a d and a set @ of operators in d-ary logic such that 
-size oft, is bounded by a linear junction in! the number of arguments oj~,,. 
Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists a set of operators Q, in 
-size of c,, s k l n2 for some constant k and all n. For 
reasons that shall become apparent, assume in addition that the constants 0 and 1 as 
well as a unary function whose restriction to {O, l) is IBoelean negation belong to @ 
(adding these elements to @ can only decrease the @-size of c,). 
Let S,, be an expression of size s k l n2 for c,. The first step in the proof shall be 
to make certain substitutions in S,, so as to obtain an expression r,” of size G k, l 4 
for the function ri, where n is a function of tl and 4. Theorem 4 is then a 
consequence e ’ Theorem 5. Note that Minsky and Papert 1131 start off in the same 
general way to establish bounds for the order of c,, i.e., thev ““reduce” the I 
connectivity predicate to another predicate. Apart from that idea, however, the 
proof techniques used by them and myself a.re different. 
The substitution in Sn shall only be sketched. Consider a (3 l d + 2) x 3 l q 
rhomboidal array P of variables yi, for 1 c i s q, their negations, and the constants 
0 and 1. P actually consists of d l q similar cells enclosed between two hc;izontal 
rows of l’s (see Fig. 1). The reader may convince himself that P is connected if and 
only if 7:: = 1. P may then be deformed to fit best ii7 an n X n square where n is a 
certain function of d and 4* The deformatiorr riiusi be made msuch a way that the 
connectivity is not changed (see Fig. 2). Upon substituting the variables xij in S, 
with values indicated by P deformed into a square one obtains an expression Y’,” for 
7:. Since d is fixed and 4 variable, a linear upper bound for S, yields a linear upper 
bound for Tt. 
Recently, M.S. Paterson announced verbally (I975 SIGACT meeting, Albuquer- 
que, New Mexico) that the NeEiporuk method [5, 91 may also be applied to 
connectivity yielding better bounds then Theorem 6 (Q(n l logzlogzn) for the 
’ two-dimensonal case and O(n l log* n) for the three-dimensional case). 
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Fig+ 2. P, deformed into a square shape (Ir = 3). 
ation Ire results of es and eeker 
The terminology of Hodes and Specker [6] is somewhat different from mine. Thus, 
it is not immediately evident how the main theorem in that paper may be derived 
from Theorem 2. I shall explain that now. 
eorem 7 (Specker). Let f be an n argument Boolean function with Q-size s c . n 
where Z: = (A, @, -} fur some constant c. Then if n > p ,(2,2, c, m ), there exists a 
subset X = {ni(lj, . , . , x i<mJ of the arguments off such that (1) 
with co9 cl, c2 E (0, 2). 
Furthermore, (2) if C is replaced by lI = (A, -), c’:! = 0. 
‘The above statement of the theorem differs from the original one in that 
42,2, c, m) replaces the bound given by Nodes and Specker. This, however, is 
inessential since the actual value of the bound is rather unimportant in the 
applications considered by both odes and Speck:er and myself. 
of the theorem remains una are replaced 
b olean binary operators, and 
That is because th -size and U-size of a functii. 
B %ze respectiv zly . 
eorem 2 set $ = 2, a = 0, and ese conditions, there 
of the arguments of f such that iif = q (gl, . . . , g18+lW) where is a 
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Section 2.4) that gi = a0 $ al A@ or b. CB br A u with ao, aI, bi, bI E (0, 1}9 v = 
A $1 & and (or = @ zr xi. It is well known that q can be uniquely represented by a 
polynomial 5 1’ + I” variables over GF(2) (the field of two elements) that is at most 
ree one in each variable. That, together with the fact that w EI CT = 0 implies 
ielding the first part of Theorem 7. The second part of the theorem is a 
quence of Theorem 4 since %l$ = (I\, v, 0, 1, -9 identity} c
eorem 
Theorem 2 is used to obtain statements of the form “under certain conditions the 
function f cannot be represented by an exp ession over Qp of size c c l n where Q, is 
a set of operators in d-ary logic, c is certain constant, and n is the number of 
arguments off”. lie is interested in whether it is possible to obtain larger lower 
bounds for certain functions using Theorem 2. The answer is yes; but the bounds 
obtainable are In insignificant improvement over the ones given above. 
Partly, the difficulty lies in the very general assumptions of Theorem 2; 
specifically, in the assumption that Q, may contain operators with an arbitrary 
number of arguments. 
As an illtistration, ccrasider the function a:. By Theorem 3, it is representable as 
a formula in d-ary a81gic of linear size if and only if d 2 3. If d = 2, 03, is not 
representable in linear size, regardless of the maximal number of arguments of an 
element of Qp. By representing the binary operator of 3-ary logic x + y (mod 3) with 
a pair of Boolean binary operators, the order of the size of ai is found to be n’O@. 
[M.S. Paterson pointed out that this may be somewhat improved. It is found that 
the {-, A, @)-size of 03, is O(n”). The construction is to recursively define f”, f’, f’ 
corresponding to congruer;ce classes mod 3 as follows: 
ff(x)=Z; fi(x)=x; ff(x)=O, 
n general, if operators of r arguments are used, the order of the size of a-3, is 
n I+l/lo@y (this is left as an exercise for the reader; or he may consult Vilfan [16]). 
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c(pa!; and in fact it is seen that all proofs for the bounds of the various functions 
con&dered here hold if c is replaced by c(n). However, in 
view of the enormous growth rate of pli (bbI grows faster than r (C times)), c(n) is 
hardly b-tter than 2 c l n. The re3der may check the details himself, or he may 
consuit Vilfan [ 161. 
6. en problems 
The most general idea underlying the research presented here as well as the earlier 
research of Hodes and Specker is the following. 
Given a certain function f in d-ary logic, then a liinear lower bound (in the 
number of arguments of f) for the size of expressions for f with no restrictions on tP 
implies the existence of a restriction of f 1:o a subset of its arguments representable 
by a very “simple”, one could almost say by a ‘“canonic”, linear sized expression. A 
significan t element of this technique i? that the resulting simple expression is 
obtaine - by “contracting” .2 linear sized expression E for f in a way that is 
independent-of’ the meaning :,sf the operators in E; but rather depends only on the 
“topoIogy” of E. 
Open problems: (1) Can similar techniques be shown to work for polynomial (of 
degree 3 2) lower bounds for size? (2) Can similar techniques be found for other 
representations of d-ary functions, e.g. circuits (or. equivalently, straight-line 
algorithms)? (3:) Can the proof technique ior Theorem 2 be improved (if not, why 
not) to obtain a slower growing ~1~; thereby obtaining better bounds for size (see 
discussioll in Section 5)? 
Ubert R. ;tieyer suggested this topic and supervised my doctoral research. To him 
and co Michael J. Fischer are due several improvements of my own work; e.g., the 
example {riven in Section 5 demonstrating the inherent limitation of Theorem 2 
resulting from an arbitrary number of arguments of an element of @, as well as the 
use of Ramsey’s theorem in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, replacing an earlier, 
more cuarbersome proof, to quote but two. 
H am also indebted to the referees and to Mr. Peter Bloniarz for their caref 
reading of tha b manuscript and several helpful suggestions. 
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